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in the Cutting Planes Proof System

Linear threshold functions (of the form 𝑎 𝑥 +⋯+ 𝑎 𝑥 ≥ 𝑇)

studied computing devices, yet surprisingly powerful when they are composed 
together. A basic question is how large the coefficients 𝑎  need to be to have 
enough expressive power and, while this question is well understood in the

not at all the case in the context of proposition

In this talk we will discuss what we know about coefficients in th
proof system, which uses linear threshold functions, and show that there are cases 
where exponentially large coefficients are needed if we want to build proofs t

to other complexity measures.  

This is joint work with Susanna de Rezende, Or Meir, Jakob Nordström
Toniann Pitassi, and Robert Robere. 
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